Serving You in These Roles

The photo on the right shows off some wonderful Alaska Native attire worn by Gavel-to-Gavel television. I'm here for you and appreciate your input on issues!

Because of a slight connection to the therapeutic court system. It is my hope plus discharge one of the Governor's meetings with constituents or other Alaskans on topics related - even indirectly.

questions and make your best guess as to the answers:

Add to that: we are at a defining moment in Alaska, at a crossroads. Savings please know that I certainly wish it would too - however, that unfortunately will much better version.

If compact formatting and dark photo caption boxes fail to much better version.

Join Shelley on 21st. Did you know that the 21st day with Down Syndrome on World

value, love and care to all individuals as part of our culture, from a young age on up,

want to do so!

week, it was the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Process.

TIP #1:

TIP #2:

Also be submitted by sending an email to the committee.

testimony will be held on Monday 4/8 at 6pm.

voters approval. *Has been heard in the Senate Judiciary Committee.

SB20

SB35 is the second bill we've worked on this session pertaining to sexual

budget item and part of the appropriation process. Please stay tuned for more

Be sure to tune in to Gavel to Gavel or 360North.com every Mon.,

Unsubscribe:

here's a convenient way to track what's happening. Text any bill number (ex:

TIP #2:

TIP #1:

emailing Senate.Judiciary@akleg.gov to let legislators know what you think of

place that allows, after two years, a legislature to repeal tax policy passed

in boom years we put away for the bust years rather

forward. With the volatile oil markets and revenues that can fluctuate drastically, it

revenue, but limits that capital spending to 10% of the appropriation limit. The

began that process by considering Senate Joint Resolution 6, which adjusts the

Be sure to "like" the "Senator Shelley Hughes" Facebook page

Chief of Staff and Judiciary Committee Aide

Shiela Morrison

Aimee Bushnell

contact my staff:

"telecommunications." Under current

course.

education or physical activity of a

requires the state to adjust Praxis

open up a larger variety of course

Substitute. The legislation would

as administrations change. It also

SB60